
 

 

Wommelgem, March 15, 2020 

 

 

 

MEMO: Measures related to Corona COVID-19 virus 

 

Dear customer, supplier, relation,  

 

You have undoubtedly already heard about the stricter measures taken by the Belgian government with regard to the 
Corona COVID-19 virus. We therefore thought it advisable to take some concrete measures at RESIPLAST. We will, of 
course, always put the health of our employees, customers, relations and suppliers first.   
 
From Wednesday evening we advised our employees to work from home as much as possible. They have the necessary 
tools to perform their work from any location and will remain of service to you. 
 
After the announcement of the stricter measures on Thursday evening and over the weekend by the government, we 
must avoid all physical meetings as much as possible, so all discussions and advice can now only take place by email, 
telephone or skype.  This applies to both indoor and outdoor appointments. Also, with immediate effect, none of our 
organization will participate any longer in work-related meetings and events of more than 8 persons. 
 
In addition, the previously taken additional measures and agreements regarding hygiene remain valid:  
§ We don’t shake hands anymore. 
§ Providing clean and hygienic workplaces (such as desks, keyboards) by regularly disinfecting them. 
§ The application of good hand hygiene by our employees.  
§ Providing good respiratory hygiene in the workplace by placing paper tissues in every room. 
§ Clearly informing employees that it is better not to go to the workplace with illness symptoms such as cough and 

/ or fever. 
 
At present, the operation of our production and the receipt of raw materials are not affected at all. We also have 
sufficient stocks to continue to deliver orders. Until further notice, we will continue to work in the way you are used 
from us and that also means that we can continue to supply our customers and partners in full for the time being. 
 
These measures will remain valid until April 5, 2020. 
 
It is important that we do everything we can to not disturb the operation and to continue to offer you the usual service 
for the future.  
 
 Thank you in advance for your understanding. 
 

 

 

Philippe Carels 
CEO 

 

 


